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What do you notice? 
What do you wonder? 

Takeaway: Use real-life examples from your life, the 
news, students’ lives, or pop culture to engage 
student discussion & inquiry



Takeaway: It’s OK to not be OK. 
You have the permission to say this is not what you 
signed up for. You have the right to feel empty. 







Self-check in. 
What will 

September look 
like? 

https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/curriculum/elementary-mathematics/downloads


1) RECOVERY
2) RELATIONSHIPS
3) RECOGNITION
4) REPRESENTATIONS
Takeaway:  Set aside student achievement and learning gaps. 
Focus on building relationships, recognizing student value, 
multiple representations, and teacher/student recovery #OAME2021 #CEMC2021



1) RECOVERY
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1o6aeqRASPfSmT9sb_3PrBmtnqWnQmz2Jj5ERLTsex4k/mobilepresent?slide=id.g8ab2f3e8cf_0_57
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FIRST FIVE DAYS of 
NON-CURRICULAR TASKS

1) Emoji Graph (YouCubed)
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/emoji-graph-6-8/ 

2) Four 4's (YouCubed)
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/four-4s-5-cc/ 

3) Building Shapes (YouCubed)
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/building-shapes-6-8/ 
 
4) Let's make squares (Math Equals Love)
https://mathequalslove.net/lets-make-squares/ 

5) The Answers Are (BTC - p169) 15

https://www.youcubed.org/wim/emoji-graph-6-8/
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/four-4s-5-cc/
https://www.youcubed.org/wim/building-shapes-6-8/
https://mathequalslove.net/lets-make-squares/


2) RELATIONSHIPS





Rapport + Alliance = 
Cognitive Insight

Culturally Responsive 
Teaching and the Brain (p.75)



Trust + Teamwork = 
Visible Thinking

Culturally Responsive 
Teaching and the Brain (p.75)



Thinking Classroom: 
Visibly Random 
Groupings



FIRST DAY OF 
SCHOOL
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Brianna

Mikel
Livity

Fortnite

Only 
child

1 sibling

Hockey

Basketball

Plays 
piano

Dog

Cat

Jamaican

Vietnamese

Thai

Asian
Love Math



Tell me 
something you 

want me to know 
about you. 



3) RECOGNITION



Single-Point Rubric
Criteria Working toward Proficiency:

Areas that need work
Proficient: 

Meeting Expectations
Beyond Expectations: 

Evidence of exceeding expectations

C4 - 
Mathematical 
Modeling

I asked appropriate questions, made 
appropriate assumptions, and 

reflected about the model. 

I used appropriate tools to represent 
the mathematics. 

F1.1 - Methods 
of payment 
with multiple 
currencies

I can describe some advantages and 
disadvantages of different methods 

of payment

I can convert between multiple 
currencies and exchange rates



Criteria Working toward Proficiency:
Areas that need work

Proficient: 
Meeting Expectations

Beyond Expectations: 
Evidence of exceeding expectations

C4 - 
Mathematical 
Modeling

Good questions about your 
destinations; continue to think 

about different assumptions you 
have to make about travelling 

(people, costs, materials)

I asked appropriate questions, made 
appropriate assumptions, and 

reflected about the model. 

I used appropriate tools to represent 
the mathematics. 

Excellent variety of graphs, charts 
and connections between the 
graphs, especially the unique 

scatterplot relationship!

F1.1 - Methods 
of payment 
with multiple 
currencies

I can describe some advantages and 
disadvantages of different methods 

of payment
Good comparison of credit card vs 

ATM machine

Continue to set up ratios in 
fraction form to show equivalent 

ratios
I can convert between multiple 
currencies and exchange rates

Planning a Trip - Single-Point Rubric



4) REPRESENTATIONS



http://mathleadership.org/what-happened-to-math-class/






Examples of Concrete
B - Number - Integers - Counters, Playing Cards, 
Number Lines
B - Number - Fractions - Pattern blocks, fraction 
towers/strips, Relational Rods
C - Algebra - Patterns - Snap Cubes, Pattern Blocks, 
C - Coding - Robotics, Micro.Bit
D - Data - Physical data (people, objects, 
measurements)  
E - Spatial Sense - Pattern blocks, mirrors, string/tape
F - Financial Literacy - Play money



1) RECOVERY
2) RELATIONSHIPS
3) RECOGNITION
4) REPRESENTATIONS
Takeaway:  Set aside student achievement and learning gaps. 
Focus on building relationships, recognizing student value, 
multiple representations, and teacher/student recovery #OAME2021 #CEMC2021



Questions?



Spaced and Interleaved practice



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jLANkgniSM


1. Spaced Learning
2. Interleaved Learning

3. Varied Learning



1. SPACING



The power of FORGETTING 37



DESIRABLE DIFFICULTY

A situation which makes something 
harder to learn initially (harder to 
‘encode’), but makes it easier to 
recall and apply at a later time 
(easier to ‘retrieve’).



1. SPACED LEARNING TIPS

● Use regular low-stakes quizzing (retrieval practice)
● If possible, leave greater gaps as you go. 
● Allow students to return to important content.
● Avoid a “day after day” or “practice, practice, 

practice” regime
● Avoid the “You should know this already” response
● Retrieval is best when it’s effortful, when some 

forgetting has set in.



How can you space 
the curriculum to 
allow for “forgetting 
time”?



2. INTERLEAVING



2. INTERLEAVED LEARNING TIPS
● Scatter problems from different strands 

throughout your teaching.
○ CEMC Problem of the Week!

● Learners and teachers do not feel like it is 
working. Even after taking part in studies, 
many say that they prefer massed practice.



“



Examples



“



“



“
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SPIRALED by TOPIC

Chapter 1: 
Number, Algebra, 
& Spatial Sense

Chapter 2:  
Number & Algebra

Chapter 3: 
Spatial Sense & Coding

https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/learning/long-range-plans
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http://bit.ly/scdsbmath2020
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Grade 7 Grade 8

http://bit.ly/RDSBGrade7Spiral2020
http://bit.ly/RDSBGrade8Spiral2020


SPIRALED by QUESTION

Question 1: 
How do these compare?

B: Numbers to 1 billion as powers of 10
B: Rational numbers (positive & negative)
B: Fractions and decimals between
quantities
C: Various patterns in various forms
D: Various graphs & purposes
E: Radius, diameter, circumference & pi
E: Radius, diameter, area & pi

51

https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/learning/long-range-plans
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SPACED & INTERLEAVED 
by MATH MODELING

Neil Casey
@MrCasey27

http://bit.ly/juicymathplans2020
https://twitter.com/MrCasey27
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QUESTIONS



Dismant ling the 
system

56

The Thinking Classroom



Peter Liljedahl
@pgliljedahl
Presentations
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https://twitter.com/pgliljedahl
http://www.peterliljedahl.com/presentations
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ri1vNQBk6I
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_RWrlnsaIA
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Let’s try it :) 
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The Thinking Classroom



Toolkit 1

61

● Student 
experience

● All at the same 
time 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRSYWfbpiz4


Toolkit 2
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● What teacher 
says, does, goes

● In any order
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Sample Graphic Organizers for Notes 
(Grade 7-9) 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nMvI0RlWbmWYwAcQk0JFB7NnASN9519B_i0fUY-146o/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nMvI0RlWbmWYwAcQk0JFB7NnASN9519B_i0fUY-146o/edit


Toolkit 3
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● Teacher navigates 
thinking

● In order
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Toolkit 4
● Assessment + 

Evaluation
● In order
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RESOURCES:



Darren Luoma (SCDSB) - http://bit.ly/greatthinkingproblems 

BC Association of Math Teachers - Non-Curricular Tasks
https://www.bcamt.ca/weeklymathtasks/ 

Peter Liljedahl's Questions - https://www.peterliljedahl.com/teachers/good-problem 

Alicia Burdess's Questions - 
http://www.aliciaburdess.com/problems-worth-solving-in-a-thinking-classroom.html 

Building Thinking Classroom - Facebook Group - Google Sheet
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11U5TqWgHXZOSGTCto0DCpxHOabxS5PxQ
nTcNBLtl20w/edit 

Math Talks: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ip7BTDtsiCwupqLqR8kOanvSMbNTa2TF1o
4Cxcp4Pd4/mobilepresent?slide=id.p   

http://bit.ly/greatthinkingproblems
https://www.bcamt.ca/weeklymathtasks/
https://www.peterliljedahl.com/teachers/good-problem
http://www.aliciaburdess.com/problems-worth-solving-in-a-thinking-classroom.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11U5TqWgHXZOSGTCto0DCpxHOabxS5PxQnTcNBLtl20w/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11U5TqWgHXZOSGTCto0DCpxHOabxS5PxQnTcNBLtl20w/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ip7BTDtsiCwupqLqR8kOanvSMbNTa2TF1o4Cxcp4Pd4/mobilepresent?slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ip7BTDtsiCwupqLqR8kOanvSMbNTa2TF1o4Cxcp4Pd4/mobilepresent?slide=id.p
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Gerry Lewis
Math Facilitator K-8 

Toronto Catholic DSB
@GLewisOCT

lewisg@tcdsb.ca

http://bit.ly/LewisMath2020
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B
B1. demonstrate an understanding of numbers and make connections to the way numbers are used in everyday life 
B2. use knowledge of numbers and operations to solve mathematical problems encountered in everyday life

Grade 7 Grade 8

Rational Numbers
B1.1 represent and compare whole numbers to 1 billion, including expanded 
form using powers of 10 
B1.2 perfect squares, square roots
B1.3 rational numbers to thousandths

Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
B1.4 equivalent fractions
B1.5, 1.7  fractions, decimals, percents ordering and converting
B1.6 round decimal numbers to nearest tenth, hundredth, or whole

Properties and Relationships
B2.1 positive rational orders (multiple step/multiple operation), involving 
whole numbers, decimal numbers, fractions, ratios, rates, and percents

Math Facts: 
B2.2 percents, fractions, and decimal equivalents

Mental Math: 
B2.3 Increase, decrease by 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 100%

Addition and Subtraction
B2.4, B2.5 add and subtract integers and fractions

Multiplication and Division
B2.6 GCF for whole numbers to 144 and LCM for 2 and 3-digit whole 
numbers
B2.7 exponents
B2.8-2.9 multiply and divide fractions and decimals
B2.10 proportional ratios

Rational Numbers
B1.1 represent and compare large and small numbers, including scientific 
notation
B1.2 rational and irrational numbers
B1.3 square roots

Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
B1.4 fractions,decimals and percents, including percents over 100% and 
percents under 1%

Properties and Relationships
B2.1 rational orders, involving rational numbers, ratios, rates, and percents, 
including multi-step and multi-operation

Math Facts 
B2.2 square numbers and square roots

Mental Math: 
B2.3 multiply and divide whole and decimal numbers up to thousandths by 
powers of 10

Addition and Subtraction
B2.4, B2.5 add and subtract  integers, fractions

Multiplication and Division
B2.6, B2.7 multiply and divide fractions, integers
B2.8 proportional ratios, including with unknown values

NUMBER
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http://www.between2numbers.com
https://www.wouldyourathermath.com/
http://fractiontalks.com/
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C
C1. identify, describe, extend, create, and make predictions about a variety of patterns, including those found in real-life 
contexts 
C2. demonstrate an understanding of variables, expressions, equalities, and inequalities, and apply this understanding in 
various contexts
C3. solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical situations using coding concepts and skills
C4. apply the process of mathematical modelling to represent, analyse, make predictions, and provide insight into real-life 
situations

Grade 7 Grade 8

Patterns
C1.1 repeating, growing, and shrinking patterns and comparing positive 
linear patterns based on initial value and constant rate 
C1.2 repeating, growing and shrinking patterns involving whole numbers 
and decimal numbers, using various representations, including algebraic 
expressions and equations
C1.3 pattern rules, extending patterns, making and justifying predictions, 
and missing elements in repeating growing and shrinking patterns involving 
whole numbers and decimal numbers, and using algebraic representations 
to solve for unknown values
C1.4 relationships among integers

Variables and Expressions
C2.1 monomial addition and subtraction
C2.2 algebraic expressions involving whole numbers and decimal tenths

Equalities and Inequalities
C2.3 solve equations involving multi-terms, whole numbers and decimals
C2.4 solve inequalities involving mult-terms and whole numbers

Coding Skills
C3.1, C3.2 code that involves events influenced by defined count and/or 
sub-program and other control structures

Patterns
C1.1 repeating, growing, and shrinking patterns and comparing linear 
growing and shrinking patterns based on initial value and constant rate
C1.2 repeating, growing and shrinking patterns involving rational numbers, 
including algebraic expressions and equations for linear growing and 
shrinking patterns
C1.3 pattern rules, extending patterns, making and justifying predictions, 
and missing elements in growing and shrinking patterns involving rational 
numbers using algebraic representations 
C1.4 patterns in relationships in rational numbers

Variables and Expressions
C2.1 Integer monomial/binomial addition and subtraction
C2.2 evaluate expressions with rational numbers

Equalities and Inequalities
C2.3 solve equations involving multiple-terms, integers, and decimals
C2.4 solve inequalities with integers, graph solutions

Coding Skills
C3.1, C3.2 code that involves the analysis of data in order to inform and 
communicate decisions

ALGEBRA
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C
ALGEBRA

https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/566b31734e38e1e21a10aac8
http://www.visualpatterns.org
https://studio.code.org/s/express-2020
https://ontariomath.support/?pg=results&type=subject&lang=EN&subject=Model
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D
D1. manage, analyse, and use data to make convincing arguments and informed decisions, in various contexts 
drawn from real life 

D2. describe the likelihood that events will happen, and use that information to make predictions

Grade 7 Grade 8

Data Collection and Organization
D1.1 Percent distribution

D1.2 Collect qualitative and discrete/continuous quantitative data: using 
percents

Data Visualization
D1.3 select from among a variety of graphs, including circle graphs
D1.4 create an infographic about a data set, including in tables, and circle 
graphs

Data Analysis
D1.5 impact of adding/removing data from a data set
D1.6 misleading data

Probability
D2.1 difference between independent and dependent events
D2.2 theoretical and experimental probabilities of two independent and 
two dependent events

Data Collection and Organization
D1.1 one-variable and two-variable data
D1.2 collect continuous data involving two variables, organize in a table of 
values

Data Visualization
D1.3 select from among a variety of graphs, including scatter plots
D1.4 create an infographic about a data set, including in tables, and 
scatter plots

Data Analysis
D1.5 correlations and  outliers
D1.6 misleading data

Probability
D2.1 solve probability problems  using Venn and tree diagrams
D2.2 theoretical and experimental probabilities of multiple independent 
and dependent events

DATA
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DATA

https://www.gapminder.org/
https://www.youcubed.org/resource/data-talks/


SPATIAL
SENSE
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E
E1. describe and represent shape, location, and movement by applying geometric properties and spatial 
relationships in order to navigate the world around them

E2. compare, estimate, and determine measurements in various contexts

Grade 7 Grade 8

Geometric Reasoning
E1.1 cylinders, pyramids, prisms (plane, rotational symmetry)
E1.2 3-D drawing

Location and Movement
E1.3 dilations and similarity
E1.4 translations, reflections, and rotations on Cartesian plane

The Metric System
E2.1 compare volume and capacity (mL and cm3)
E2.2. perimeter, area, and volume involving metric conversion

Circles
E2.3 radius, diameter, and circumference 
E2.4 construct circles
E2.5 area of circles

Volume and Surface Area
E2.6 surface area of cylinders using nets
E2.7 volume of cylinders and prisms

Geometric Reasoning
E1.1 tessellations
E1.2 3-D modelling
E1.3 scale drawings and ratios

Location and Movement
E1.4 translations, reflections, rotations, and dilations on Cartesian plane

The Metric System
E2.1 base-ten (exponential) measurement to mega, giga, tera, micro, 
nano, and pico

Lines and Angles
E2.2 angle properties including Intersecting and parallel lines, 
transversals, polygons

Length, Area, and Volume
E2.3 perimeter, circumference, area, volume, and surface area of 
composite 2-D shapes and 3-D objects
E2.4 pythagorean relationship and theorem



SPATIAL
SENSE
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E

https://teacher.desmos.com/collection/5d9386f6383d2d0c53a026b5
https://estimation180.com/
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F
F1. Grades 4 to 8: demonstrate the knowledge and skills needed to make informed financial decisions 

Grade 7 Grade 8

Money Concepts
F1.1 exchange rates

Financial Management
F1.2 reliable financial information
F1.3 sample budgets for long-term goals
F1.4 societal and personal factors influencing financial decisions

Consumer and Civic Awareness
F1.5 interest rate impact on savings, investments, and cost of borrowing
F1.6 interest rates and fees for different accounts and loans

Money Concepts
F1.1 Various Methods of payment - multiple currencies and exchange 
rates

Financial Management
F1.2 financial Plan - long term goal (income, expenses, tax)
F1.3 balanced budget and tools for tracking
F1.4 simple and compound Interest

Consumer and Civic Awareness
F1.5 consumer value (sales, loyalty, and incentive programs)
F1.6 interest rates, fees, and rewards for credit cards and consumer 
contracts

FINANCIAL 
LITERACY
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